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1. SU_R¥
The purpose of Task II! of NASA Co_tract No. NASl-8708, _-,sto study the
, effects of sand/dust erosion on e_&_ therb_ control coatings, crptical
windows, and mirrors for the proposed 1973 Mars Viking Lander.
_he specific objectives were to determine chan@s in the following param-
eters as a result of exposure to the erosion environment:
• Coating thickness.
• Coating weight.
• Solar absorptance of coatings.
• Infrared emi_tance of coatings.
• Transmittance for optical windows.
• Reflectance for optical mirrors.
All objectives of Task Ill were successfully completed. Martian sand/_ust
storm erosion conditions were si_Alated by airborne silica sand particles in
wind at velocities of 220 ft/sec using air at a static pres_xre of 7 torr.
Large increases in solar absorptauce were measured for the majority of the
coatings erposed to the simulated environment. Be hard materiels (flame
[ sprayed coatings and glass reference slides) and the soft alu_tno-silicate
I
[ pigmented glass resin coati_ experienced the greatest coatlng wei_t loss.
Tests conducted to determine the extent of degradation of optical surfaces
.
indicated that optical windows exposed for lonser than i0 min:,_esand optical
exposed for longer than 5 minutes were significantly degraded. Imirrors
1
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2. IIFfRODUCT!ON
There haz been considerable discussion in recent years about the poszibility
, of Earth-t_)e _and/d1_t storms _ccurring on the Martian surface. The beli¢_+ in
such storms has "_en strengthened by some of the data acquired by Mariner probes
and Earth-ba_d telescopic ob:_ervationso These data covered parameters such as
surface pressures, temperature variations, and surface features.
McDonnell Douglas utilized these data as the criteria for simulation of
surf_ce winds and subsequent analyses of pheno_eua which might be caused by the
winds. McDonnell Douglas then experimentally verified the possibility of
,ccurrence of sand/dust storms on Mars. This experimental capability was
extended to include,studies of erosion of typi:al candidate materials for use
on the exterior of a _._rsplanetary larder.
One of the major goals of the Viking project Js to land a vehicle containing
a scientific package on the surface of Mars in 1973. T_e vehicle will be re-
quired to perform scientific experiments for a period of 90 days in an environ-
ment which is considered to be qui+m hostile because of the low surface pressure
and extreme temperature variations which make the generation of high velocity
winds theoretically possible.
This report presents the results of a series of tests performed under
simulated Martian sand/dust storm condit._.onswhich provide data on the combined
influence of wind velocity, sand/dust density*, and atmospheric pressure on the
ther._mlradiation or optical properties of selected thermal control coatings and
* In this report, "sand/dust density" refers to the mass of airborne sand and
du_ per _mit volum_ of air in the simulated l,_rtianwind. The term "particle
density" is also used in this context. !
2
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optical materials. Erosion rates, thermal radiative properties, aud/or optical
properties were d_termlmed for twelve types of _bermal control coatlngs_ two
types of mirrors, and two t._es of wimdow mmterials.
' Volume II cf the Final Repo_t on Contract No. NASi-8708 is de_i_ed as
_8 CR-66882, "Planetary Environment Simulation, Martian San_ and Dust Storm
Simul_._'_onand Evaluation."
f
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3. PROBLEM DEFII-FITIONA_D APPROACH
Studie_ by others have established some probable Martian environmental
, condl_ions based on telescopic observations _upple_nt_d with postulations of
1,2
related surface phenon_.na. Conclusions have also been dA-awnfrom dat_,
obtained during the M_:iner IV flyby to help establish _smrssurface conditAmls
t_ be simulated.3'4'5 Mariner IV measurements allowed determination of atmo-
spheric pressure and temperature.
_he Martian surface may contain .mch silicate material, ba_ed on analo_$es
between Earth and Lunar surface characteristics and measurement of Martian
4
surface phenomena. Conclusions drawn about surface roughness and particle size
distribution on Mars are based upon some Earth-type 8eological processes.
The wlnd velocities required to create sand/dust storms under M_A_tian ccndl-
tions must be approximately nine times _hose required on Earth, based on threshold
velocity equations developed for Earth sand/dust storms.5 The fact that portions
of the Martian surface ere occasionally o_scured by what sq_pearto be transient
white, blue, or yellow clm_i formations implies the existence of wind patterns
_ere.
i McDonnell D_glas became concerned with the possible effects of sand/dust
[ storms on plsanetarylander materials during the early sta@es of the Voya@er
proposal effort.6 The simulated Martian environments _enerated at McL_nnell
I
Douglas then were quite similar to the parameters listed more recently by NASA.A
Those early tests confirmed the hypothesis tha+.simulated Martian sand/dust _
particle transport _ wind characteristics are similar to those on Earth,
except for "the hi_er wind velocities and lower pressures om Mars. It was
-1realized that further _tudles of the mechanism of particle tramspo.rtby low.- ..
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pressure wind was required and t.herecent investigations performed in this area
are described in Volume II of this report.
_he relationship between the atmos_heric pressure and the wind velocity
required to cause particle _ove_e_t o_ the ._-f_-"-_ is _'pre_ by _ -_--_.-o._7_,-_:_
equation:
Pd : y/2s
where,
Pd = dynamic pressure (lb,/ft_)
y : _o_berlc _sity (zb,/_)
V = fluid thr_shold velocity (ft/sec)
ft i_,
g = unit conversion fac*_or(32.17 i_ sec _')
The test sa_]es selected for evaluation ere listed in T_le I. Earlier
studies had shown that _ erosion resistance of pi_pnentedthermal control
coatings is controlled by +Jmebinder in _he coating formulation, so representa-
tive coatings were chosen for these tests on the basis of _eir binderg.6
_ese binders included Owens, Illinois No. 650 Bilico_e resin, General Electric
RTV-602 methyl silicoz_, DeSo_o 529-004 epoxy, and DeSoto 821-O10 poiyurethaue.
_i_e ma_or _-qulrement for a thermal control coating on t_e lander will be.for a
high thermal emlttance (eT) low solar absorptance (_S) radiator coatlng which
will maln,_.Inits low c_¢ T ratio even after partial erosion. It should be
I possible to fo.-_l_te o_her coatings with the binders Which have been evaluated
I but with plants chosen to optimize the radiative properties desired. Some of
5
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the me"_llized pol_nneric films and flame or plasma sprayed coatings were alc_
kuown to possess high _'2and low _S, and _er_ included in the test program.
These coatings included aluminum and gold-metalllzed Teflon, gold metallized
, Kapton, a_d plasma sprayed alur_ntum oxide (A1203).
_he optical materials chosen were fused silic_ (Corning 7RI¢O) and alumino-
silicate (Corning 17_3), a first surface aluminized m Lrror with SiO 2 coating,
and a second surface aluminized fused silica mirror. Ehese materials were con-
sidered to be typical candidate _.,aterialsfor use in camera optical systems.
Wind velocity, static air pressure, and sand density for the test _'ere
selected by NASA and McDonnell Douglas on the basis of the Mars engineering
model parameters. 1 Silica send particles ranging from. b24 to 105 microns were
used for all tests. These particle sizes were within the range postulated to
occur on the Martian surface. Particle screening was per%'ormed in accordance
with I,_L-STD-81OA. Ehe particle density used in tests ._e,sbased upon results
cf studies of psa'ticle saltation phenomena in simulated M_tian sand storms
and was controlled by regulating the sand feed rate into "_he supp±y air strea_....
The effect of the velocity, pressure and sand density was evaluated by measuring
the erosion of selected reference specimens of grit blasted alur._Inum,plasma
sprayed A1203, and glass microscope slides prior to expcsing the test s_mples
listed in Table 1.
i
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4. t_ST X.S_ODS A_ RESULTS
4.1 _EST FACILITY
4.1.1 ENVIROAW_i_EALCHA_R. be previous coating erosion study which
was referenced in this report wag perfnrmed in the same _;indtunnel system
used _n this study.6 However, in the previous experimen+.s,the tunnel _as
looated in a 14 x 14 x 35-foot hi@h-altitude chamber with a 3-stage steam
ejector pumping system.- Because of schedule conflicts with another test
program in tha_ chamber, the wind tunnel and associated si_xlator equipment were
relccated in a 9 x 11 x 20-foo% high-altitude chamber with a slx-sta@e s+_am
ejector pumping system. '_nesteam ejector is a noncondensing unit which uses
65,000 pounds of steam per hour and has the performance, measured at the cheA_ber,
shown in Fi@Lre 1. "_hewind tunnel system includes an air disperser, stilling
screen, and convergent nozzle (Figure 2). _he complete system is capable of
simulating the required Mars engineering model parameters,1 and can be used to
generate winds up to 550 ft/sec through the 9.5 x l_.5-inch tunnel exit plane
at a chamber static pressure of 6 to_,-.
I
I _he chamber is connected to the _team ejector by a 30-inch diameter pipeline
with a butterfly valve used to control chamber pressure and to isolate the
ejector from the chamber during ejector s_tup and shutdown. Variations in the
combination of wind velocity and cham_r pressure are achieved by a_Justing the
metered air flow to the tunnel and by throttling the exhaust flow with the
butterfly valve. Air use_[in the ,4indtunnel is drawn from the McDonnell Douglas
supersonic wind tunnel air storage tanks. Sis air is filtered and dried,to a
dew point of -20 to -40°F. _.e air is metered through an orifice type flowmeter.
9
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Steam Valve
Ejector
Vacuum Line
Figure 2 - Martian Environmental Test Facility
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Downstream. from the _ o_eter, the air flows through a 2-inch diameter pipe
to a disperser inside the tunnel, through the stilling screens, through the
9.5 x i4.5-inch nozzle, and into the chamber.
4.1o2 S_4,D !,_ER.II;GSYSTEM. _he silica sand used in the erosion tests
_as zetered into the 2-inch pipeline at a point between the flowmeter and
disperser. _he sand metering system was set to produce a particle density of
-4 8
2 x lO oz/ft at the tunnel outlet, with a wind velocity of 220 ft/ser and a
cham.ber pressure of 7 torr. The sand me+_ring system consists of a hopper
with a variable-size orifice at the bottom through which sand is gravity-fed
onto a curved endless belt driven by a variable speed motor (Figure 3). The
belt, whie/l passes under a scraper blade to level +_he sand surface2 carries a
_uuown volume of ssmd per unit length, and is drivcn at a speed to suit the sand
density requirements of the test. Sand drops off the end of the belt into a
funnel which is connected to the 2-inch air llne leadin_ into the wind tunnel.
I
i _he higher atmospheric pressure outside the line carries the sand from the
funnel into the low pressure air stream.
4.1.] _JST SPECIMEN FIX_EtE. To more efficiently utilize facility
operating time in testing multiple _amples, a specimen holder assembly was
fabricated which includes six specimen hol,lers mounted on a remote-controlled
stepper motor shaft. Each speclme_ holder can hold five 2 x 2-inch coating
specimens, which permits testing of as man._ as 30 di_Terent specimens with_..
interrupting operation of the simulaLor. T_,: assembly was located at the exit .
of the tunnel (F%gure 4). The six holders are contained within a housing so
that only one holder at a time is exposed to the wind. Each holder can be set
to any desired angle relative to the wind stream. I
MC_OItlNELL DOUGLA._ ASTROItlAUTIC_S COM_.BAItlV
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Specimen Holder Assembly
Coating Specimens
Wind Tunnel
Drive Air In
Motor
Figure 3 - WindTunnel and SandMeteringSystem
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_Specimen Holler Assy
Specimen HI ipdeilmens
"_" ";'_' )ecimenHolder
Specime_'lHolderAssembl
-/'/gi
Tunnel
Test Chamber
t
Figure 4 SpecimenHolder Assembly MountedIn Test Chamber _;-
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_.2 TEST SEQUE_i.,CE. _efore the selecte_ thermal control coatings and
optical :_zterials were subjected to the simulated Ma:'ti_u sand/du_t erosion
enviro_.ent, a study cf para_.aters associated wi+_h the sand/dust Ltorm,s was
conducted. _.e values of the par_-mters selected for testing "were _ithin the
regime of wind velocities and static pressur=s listed by ".._SAas satisfactory
]
i:ars lander engineering model b=uidelines.- _he test sequence flow chart is
sho_aq in Table 2.
4.2.! PAR_T_ STUDY - B2_ENCE SPECIIE!_S. Reference Specimens R-!
throu@h _q-9 were s_ojected to a range of test conditions within The _-ulideiine
lir_[ts! in order to select the best single set of parameters to produce reason-
able erosion of the test s_._o_lesto be evaluated. The reference specirens used
in the evaluation of erosion environment severity were silica glass slides,
grit blasted 6061 aluminum plates, and plasma sprayed A!203 coating on 6061
aluminum. All of the 2 x 2-inch specimens were mounted "_w~th their test surfaces
at an angle of 90 degrees (ncrm'_%!to the wind). Each reference ntL_ber (R-I
through R-9) represented three slides, one of each _._teria!. _e criteria used
here for detenxining par_..e_er severity consisted of weight and thickness r'ea-
surements before and after erosion. _!ei_ht change was ..measuredby the use of
an anal3_ical balance, and coating thic._-nessloss was Feasured with a ::icro._eter.
The conditions chosen from this series of tests and used for subsequent
erosion studies were a wind speed of 220 ft/sec, static pressure of 7 torr, dust
-4 a
density of 1 x I0 oz/ft , and s_n exposure time of 2 hours. _"ne specimen mount-
in_ angle and the dust density were varied to determ./ne their effect upon erosion.
I h.2.2 PARA/._T_q STUDY - _._,L COL_ROL CGATIUGS. The exposure paraz_ters
used for the erosion study of Grout. C-IA thr_lgh C-12A _ere those indicated in
-
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Par_ph 4.2.1 but at a 45-degreemountingangle. _ _urpose of using a
45_egree am_ was to evaluatethe erosion effect of _rticles havi_g cor_.onents
of force in shear and normalto the coatim@face. F_esultsof the test are
, _n i_ Tables3 and 4. _i._tauce_ absor_taucemeasurementswere not made
for Grou9C-A specimmnsbee_ the maim.interestwas to confir_the se!ectioa
of satisfactoryerosion pars_eters.
4.2.3 EROSION _ OF _dI%L C,0R_.OLCOATINGS. _ groupsof s_eci-
=_ns (Grm_s C-B, C_, and C-D) were msssuredfor _._t, thickness,_._A ncm_sl
J
i __ (cT)ssa,oJ_z_ (%) bez_e _ _ _ae__ _
erosion env_c_m_. One set of _S snd e T values was olf6alme_Zm_lIEtely
after removal f_ the erosion env_mm_t _ _s_ _ust wa_ still _ the
• i c_tlng surfaces. Another set of v_ vas ¢ak_n sa_e_ the coatln6s_-fsc_s
were cleane_by _rushlngvi_ a soft Nylon _n_sh in a stzosm_f nltzo_e__ms.
7
Four coatingspecimenssua a stll_ glass referemce al_e were _ in each
specimenholder as shown in Fi_re 4. Each glass slide se_ as a _oa_rol
specimenfor verifying4_ae_everltyof the ex_slomexRosuzefar 4_ _ cf
_ s_Imo_s "_es_l vlth it. _he _i_t loss _s (lm_ by use of an amalyt_L_ i
balance and _ tkiakness meamn_m_ts _e made vt_b a _.c_. A Beckman i
DK-2A RatioRecord.t_ Spe_ -,rZth an in'_._ca'tS_ sphere re_ w_s
used to measurethe solara_sor_ at am1_em__z_e_atm_e aa_ _ressu_e. A
Gter Dumkle Emlssometer,_bxlolEM-2, _s resell 1;o meamm_e4J_e_ emlttance. _.
_IA-D,WaA-D,_A-D, areaM_A-D) _z_ mmm_e_ in the _ type of sp_z_n hal_z
used for %_eraalcm_trolcoat_ and were fiz_t sm_e_.ea _'_the slsm1_tea
I
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Table 3 - Change in Ceating Weight
Post - Exposure Resul's
Exposure Pa:ameters"
I Group GroupGroup Group
C-1_'C-12A I C-10/C-120 C-1B/C-12B C-1D/C-12D
4S° 2 Hours J 90° 2 Hours 90° 2 Hours 90° 4 Hours
Materin[ 1.0 x 10-4 oz Ft_ 1.0 x 10-4 oz Ft3 1.45 x 10-4 oz Ft 3 I.S x 10-4 oz Ft 3
'_WI (Grams)'"
Alumimzed Teflon .00 .00 .00 .00
Gold Coated Teflon ._0 .00 .00 .00
Gold Coated Kopton .00 .00 .30 .00
Grit Blasted 6061T6 Aluminum .00 .GO .0R .00
Glass Resin Unpi_menied .00 .00 .00 .00
White Polyurethane .00 .0g .00 .00
Alum:numPigmented Silicone .00 .00 .00 .00
Alurr,inu.'n.Pigmented Er,oxy -.01 -.01 -.01 -.01
Flame SprayedN_AI -.07 -.07 -.07 -.12
Plasma SprayedAI20 3 -.08 -.15 -.19"* -.47
Flame Sprayed N_AI - ZrO2 -.11 -.14 -.16 -.17
A_umino-SihcatePigmentedGlass Resin -.17 -.19 -.21 -.31
Glass Slide Re|e_ence -.01 -.04 -.04 -.09
I Glass Slide Relerence -.01 -.04 -.0S -. 10 t
JC!a._sSlide Referen:e -.01 -.04 -.0S -.12
I_ole: "Pressure 7.0 Tort
WindVelocity 220 Ft/Sec
"*Test Specime.ls WereCleaned With Comp;essedNitrogen and
A Soft Nylon BrushPrior To Measurements
""Estimated
f
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Table 4 - Change in Coating Thickness
Post Exposure Resuhs
E x£osure Para'neters °
Group Group ] Group [ GroupC-!A C-12A C-1BC-12.B C-IC C-12C C-ID C- 12D
450 2 Hours 90° 2 Hours i 90°2Hours i 90°4Hours_3Mater,a_s I n_ln-4 n..r:.3 I P.vlN-4 N. p:2 1 4C_vl_-4 N. I:, 3 I _q_l_-4 Ciz I-t
Thickness Mi!s ""
Alu._mszed T:flon 0 0 J 0 0
x
Glass Resin - Unpigmented 0 0 j 0 0Gold Coated Kopton 0 0 I 0 0
Gold Coated Teflon 0 0 J 0 n
Grit 6lasted 6"0613"6AJu.minum 0 -0.2 I -0.2 -0.3
AluminumPigmented Epoxy -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.,
Aluminum Pigmented Silicone -0.2 0 -0.1 0
White Polyurethane -0.3 -1.0 -1.2 -0.2
F_ome Sprayed NiAI -1.0 -0.9 -I.1 --_.5
P]as-.lo Sprayed k1203 -1.i -I.4 -0.6 -3.6
Flame SprayedN;Ai Z_O2 -1.2 -0.2 -0.:3 -0._I
I Alumino-S_licote Pigmen'ed Glass Resin -3.5 -3.4 -3.8 -4.6
Glass Shde Refe:ence 0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5
!Gioss Slide Reference 0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4
Gloss Slide Reference -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -1.1
Notes:" Pressu:e 7.0 Tort
WindVelocity 220 Ft "Sac
''Test Spec,_ens WereCleaned With Cam-pressedN_troqenend
A Soft Ny'on Brush PrlorTo Mecsurements
Table S - Window And Mirror Erosion Parameters
Speci,n en s Mount ing Expo sure
Angle Wind Velocity Dust Density Time
Windows t Mirrors Degrees Ft/Sec 07./Ft 3 Minutes
W-1A W-2A_M-1A ._-2A 90 220 1.45 X 10 -4 5I "w-Ig W-2BIM-IB #,-2B 90 220 1.45 X I0 -4 10 i
W-lC W-2C M-IC M-_2C 90 220 1.45 X 10 -4 lS
iW-,D W-2DIM-ID M-2D 90 220 1.45 X I0 -4 20 i
i
20 ?
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Martian sand/dust storm conditions shown in Table 2 (1.5 x lO oz/f_c density,
7 torr pressure, and 220 ft/sec velocity, at an angle of 90 degrees to the
test sample surface, for two h_.ars). However, the preceeding test conditions
proved to be so severe that a parametric study of the effect of surface damage
on optical properties "aasimpossible, in order to establish optxmum test con-
,%J...LS.,.,LVJ.I,_) (:}.
V = 220 ft/sec
--4, 3
-- 1.45 x IO oz/ft
P = 7 torr
t = 5, i0, 15 minutes
The degree of surface damage was determined by measuring the direction
transmittance at a waveleng_h of 632.8 nm (nanometers) as described in
Appendix A. _e results of these measurements indicated that exposure times
as small as 5 minutes caused a si@_ificant amount of surface da_3ge. The
results of this preliminary test were used to establish a more realistic set of
test conditions. A new set of samples was fabricated and tested under the
revised conditions shown in Table 5.i
|,
! The resolution of the windows material (fused silica, alumlno-silicate)
I
were measured with the optical arrangement described In Appendix B. A variable
modulation test target, manufactured by Diffraction Limited, Inc., was used to i
measure the resolution over a contrast range of i0 ,_ 97.7 percent. Measurements !
were made visually, at ten contrast settings, before and after exposure.
Since the preliminary measurements indicated that the direction transmit-
tance is sensitive tc the degree of surface damage, _.twas decided to measure
21
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both the diffuse transmittsa_ce(DT) and the diffuse plus specular transmittance
(DST) over a wavelength range of 650 to 2750 nm. Both of the latter measurements
were made with a BecP_manDK-2A Spectrometer equipped with an inte_ating sphere
reflectometer. The DST was measured by placing the sazple in front of the sample
beam entrance port on the integrating sphere (Figure 5) with magnesium oxide
cca Œin beth *..he×_t reference and sample _ositions. This arrangement
utilizes the light transmitted by the sample ever a complete hemisphere. The DT
_as measured by removing the opposite magnesium oxide coated plate, which per-
mitted the specular component (the normal component of the transmitted flux) to
leave the inte_ating sphere exit port. In this case only the scattered light
incident on the wall of the integrating sphere is utilized for the measurement.
One hundred percent and zero lines were established on the spectrometer chart by
co.__paringtwo identical smoked magnesium oxide plates.
Reflectance measurements on the mirrors were made with the sample replacing
i the magnesian oxide plate in the sample beam. Measurements were made on the
mirrors before and after exposure to the simulated Martian dust storms.
Scattering of light by the mirrors was measured by positioning the mirror
in the sa._pleexit port so that the beam was ref.ected back on itself, and cut
the port_ Only the light scattered out of the ref.2eted beam and incident on
the _:allof the integrating sphere is detected with this technique.
4.3 EROSION TEST RESULTS
4.3 .! COATINGS
4.3.!.I WEI(_T CH_GE, Exposure to the erosion environment did not
cause detectable weight loss from the tough coatings (Teflon, Kapton, silicone, '_-
pol_un'ethane,etc.). _he hard surfaces (flame sprayed nickel aluminide (NiA1),
22
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4 3
2
1- Integrating Sphe:e
2- _._ronce Ports (Samples Are Placed Here For Absorptance
an::JTransmittance ;,4easurements)
3- Exit Ports (SampleandReference Materials Are Placed
Here For Reflectance and Fluorescence Measurements;
Otherwise, Ports Are Normally CoveredWith Magnesium
, Oxide Plates)b
I
I 4- Im,.grating SphereOpening(Filter Is PTacedHere For
I Fluorescence Measurements)
5- Detector
Figure 5 -Integrating Sphere Reflectometer
Optical Arran§ement
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plasma sprayed A1203 and glass reference elides) and the soft highly pi_ented
H-10 coating did experience significant weight losses.
At a given dust density emd __nd velocity, chan_ in orientation from
45 to 90 degrees had no appreciable effect on weight loss except for the A1203
and the @lass reference slides. Both of these rr.._terialshad a hi£her .:,eight
I_-_0 i_ _ ._loss at a "_-degree angle. 'Ibm _ and flame spr_ed ..... + 7..-02_*_
experienced only slight differences _n weight loss due to changing %he angle.
-4 -4 8
increasing the dust density from !.0 x !0 to !.45 x i0 oz/ft, _ith
a _,,degree angle, did not cause an appreciable incz'ease in the weight loss of
_y .maTerials tested.
Increasing the exposure time from 2 to 4 hours, with approximately the same
-4 3
dust denzity (1.5 x I0 oz/ft ) and a 90 degree angle, did increase the wei_.t
lc_s for the fls_-_ and plasma sprayed coatings and the soft H-IO coating.
Except for the glass reference ma%eria!s, increasing from a 2-houl- e_,)?_ure
to a _-hour exposure did not double the weight loss from the hard ma+-_rials.
4.3.1.2 _IC_SS CHANGE. 3he weight and thickness loss from the &lass
reference slides mi_t be expected to be directly proportional. _e lank of
precise correspondence in the data of Table _ is attributed to factors such as
adherence of dust coatings, and chipping or pitting in the case of &lass slides.
Separation of coatings from their substra%es, surface spelling causing isolated
thickness increases, etc., result in local variations in thickness which may not
I
I correspond directly _ith weight chemges.i
I
Resilient coatings, such as those made of K_pton or Teflon were not eroded i
p-
by the sand/dust exposure. _he hard coatings were eroded rather severely, but _-
this factor has the compensating advantage of exposing clean thermal control :_
24 :ii,
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surface material. Tae _S/_T ratios for erodible surfaces therefore tend to
rel?.inat their original values, as long as a reasonable amo,'.utof the coating
thickness remains.
_.3.1.B E_TTANCE AND SOLAR ABSORPTA}_CECHAN_. The consistency of
_S' ¢T' and _S/¢T data shown in Tables 6, 7, and 8 is quite good ccnsldering
that only one specimen of each coating type was exposed to any one parameter.
The first column in each table contains the avers_e values of clean and unex-
posed specimens of each coating type. These average values were determined
from the four specimens of each coating type used in the tests. The values in
the other columns are for individual specimens.
Resilient coatings such as aluminized Teflon, gold coated Kapton, go]d
coated Teflon, and polyurethane did not lose coating .materialin the erosion
environment, but dust adhered to or became embedded in the coatings and caused
the _S/¢T values to increase with expos,_retime, as shown in Table 8.
Hard coatings (plasma sprayed A1203, flame b_rayed ..iA1,and NiA1 + ZrO2)
lost some of their coating thickness, but erosion reduced the buildup of a
contaminating dust film. 9he _¢T ratios shown in Table 8 for the plasma
sprayed A1203 and the alumino-silicate pi@_ented glass resin (H-IO) coatings
remained relatively stable despite the severity of the erosion parameters. The
_¢T ratio fcr unpigmented glass resin also stabllzed, but its value was some-
what higher.
At one time, the aluminized Teflon hM been considmre_ for the raAiator of
%he Viking Mars lander. Tais coating has an initial =_eT value of 0.308.
Surface erosion raised the value to 0.862 after 4 hours (Table 8). No coating
loss was measured, so the _S/¢T increase was probably caused by surface roughen-
ing, an_mented by _lherence of dust.
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Table 6 -- Change i. Jc,a:ci . Absorptancc
Post Exposure Results
Exposure Parameters"
Group Group ! Group
C-1C/C-i2C C- 1B/C-- 12B C- 1D/C-12D
2 Hours 2 Hours 4 Hours
1.0x10-40z Ft 3 1.45x10-40z "Ft3 1.S0xl0 -4 Oz Ft 3
' ---! 1• _S hiS *'l S aS aS S.,._. ,'4ate,ial Avg. Dusty Cleon" Dusty Cleon'" Dusty Clean':
Aiumino-Silicate Pigmented Glass Resin _ j 0.27 0.24 0.30 0.39 0.32J
Aiu'nmlzed Teflon 0.24 ! 0.45 0.46 0.51 0.67 0.65
Plasma Sprayed AI203 0.27 0.34 0.33 0.41 0.39 0.4_ 0.41
Gloss Resin - Unpzgmented 0.33 0.44 0.43 G.49 0.46 0.5G 0.4c,
White Polyuretbr,ne 0.33 0.55 0.55 0.69 0.63 0.72 0.68
Gold Coated Teflon 0.41 0.57 0.SS 0.62 0.60 0.71 0.67
Gold Coated Kapton 0.$1 ] 0.73 0.72 0.80 0.79 0.86 0.82f
A[ummu_ Pigmented Silicone 0.51 I 0.78 0.76 0.80 0.79 0.8S 0.84I
A!urninu.mPigmented Epoxy 0.$2 I 0.76 0.76 0.81 0.81 0.84 0.84
I
Grit Blasted 6061T6 Aluminum 0.68 J 0.6S 0.66 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.72
I
Flame Sprayed NiAI- ZrO2 I 084I 078 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.79
Flame SprayedNIAI _ 0.78 0,78 0.79 0.79 0.78 0.77 I
Notes " Pressure 7.0 Tar
Gas Veloc,tv 220 Ft Sec
Specl:nens Mountedat 90°
"'Tesl Spec,mens WereC!e."ned With Con:pressed NJtroqe_ and
A Soft Nv'o,_ B_usi_Pr,or To Measurements
J
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i
Table 7 - Change in Emittance
Post E,,p_u'-Rc':-uhs
Exposure Parameters"
Group Group Group
C- 1C'C-12C C-1B/C-12B C-1D C-12D
2 Hours 2 Hours 4 Hours
1.0xl0 -40z FT 3 1.4Sxl0 -40z Ft? !.Sxl0 -40z Ft 3
_T CT aT'" (T 'T'" CT 1 _T"
Material Avg. Dusty Clean Dusty Clean Dusty I Clean
Grit Blasted 6061T6 Aluminum 0._'_S 0.36 0.40 0.41 0.43 0.43
Aluminum Pigmented Silicone 0.44 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.72
AluminumPigmc:_=tedEpoxy 0.47 0.67 0.71 0.68 0.79 0.74
Flame Sprayed NiA! 0.$8 0.45 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.47
Flame Sprayed NiAi . ZrO2 0.62 Not 0.46 0.50 0.48 0.5] 0.47
Gold Coated Teflon 0.65 Measured n_.66 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.69
Glass Res,n - Unpin;monied 0.;S 0.66 0.76 0.7._ 0.79 0.77
Aluminized Teflon 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.7S
Goid Coated Kopton 0.82 0.83 I 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.85
Plasma SprcyedAI203 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.86
White Polyurethane 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.89 0.91 C.92
Alumina-Silicate Pigmented Glass Res.:.n 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.90 I 0.93
-- I I
Notes " Pressure 7.0 Torr
WindVelocity 220 Ft Sac
SpecimenMountedat 90°
"'Test Specs"nensWere Cieaned Wztll Compressed Nztroqenand
A Soft Nylon Brush Prior To Meosu,ements
.f
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Table 8 - Changes in Solar Absorptance to Emittance Ratio
I Past Exposure ResuJts
Exposure Parameters r
Group Group Group
C- 1C/C- !2C C- 1B/C-12B C-ID C-12D
2 Hours 2 Hours 4 Hours
1.0x10-40z Ft3 1.45x10-40z Ft3 I._x10 -40z Ft 3
Material 1 Avq. 1 as/_'T as/_T "" as/_'T as tt'T "" r_s/_'T as"eT"-
I (Zs/_T J Dusty Clean Dust)- Clean Dusry Clean
Alummo-S,licate Pigmented Glass Resin_ 0.172 I 0.260 0.441 0.334 0.427 0.341
Alum,n,zed Teflon 0 308 0.600 0.690 0.665 0.847 0.8._2
Plasma SprayedAI20 3 0.320 0.398 0.493 0.468 0.539 0.473
White Polyurethane 0.377 0.686 0.769 0.708 0.793 0.734
Glass I;'esin Unpigmented 0.422 0.654 0.645 0.618 0.636 i 0.546
Gold Coated Kapton 0.623 0.865 0.949 0.949 1.040 i 0.938
I Gold Coated Teflan 0.629 0.838 0.960 0.900 1.010 0.976
i
Aluminum Pigmented Epoxy 1.100 Net 1.140 1.150 1.200 1.080 ! 1.130
Aluminum P=gmentedSilicone 1.180 Measured 1.080 1.120 1 120 1.180 1.170Flar._eSprayed NzAI . ZrO2 1.360 !.700 1 590 1 690 1.550 1.670
Flame SprayedH,AI 1.480 1.740 1.610 1.690 1.520 1 650Gr,t Blasted 6061T6 Aluminum 2.76 j 81 __. 73 72 69 . 8
Notes: ° Pressure 7.0 Torr "'Test Spe_:,mensWereC;eaned W,th Co:npresse:JN:troqen and
W_ndVelocity 220 Ft Sec A Soft Nylo_, Brush Prior To Measurements
Specimens McJnted at 90°
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severek; when expose& o the sav_/_uct er;si.-.r, e:':,'i:" :'z _,nt_ "' " -.... : . .':-'.. :
_ _ " ......... _-m " .... _ cr:he_ _. ": thwas nat co,..-n_ieteivrer.c-_'ed.7: the _'_':'8 _ ^" ''"..r.r._,¢le :.... ; .... :.- _s
the _ _nd the ¢_ increase_, "&nder all test c_n£,,%i _- A _"_'_" :'h_uge f-r
beth zf %hose coati:_.gs;;as an increase in _'S_......._"- '":"_..........t% %.5& _::d ........ .s__
in cT frs:: 3.:'p to $._.'5ax"ter _ hcurs cf e;qosure aD a s_nz/-iun% . _
-4 O
_ -- i_ blasted ai'_clr.',_, c. L_,.c_--.._ "_ _ _'"
_= n_ghes _ vai_e C.v2
_S v_!ue_ varying frc m an inlti_i va!-ae - 0.66 tc its " _- _ cf
after 4 hours sf exposure. ,_.e eT increased fret.,an initial value of 3.25 tc
an a£ncst constant value cf O.L.;ifor all test conditions. -FlLcsure to _he
sand/dust erosion environment _arkened the surf%co and _ave it a smoother
appearance.
_-he test results show the perforr..mm.ceof different coating binders _nd
_n_!_ that additisnal erosion studies s_culd be Derfsrr...edon _n'; new c_ndidafe
r_terlals _,'hen_S and ¢_ requ±rerents have been established for the [Cars Vik:ng
lander, it was also ncted that e.-!tta_ncevalues dc not change as drastieal.!_-
as abszrp_tance values during er_sL_n_ an5 ercdible c__ ...._ "_end tc _" _
clear., thus retaining anorz:C.c.atei-[their original S- T ratlcs.
".3.2 3?'TICAL, :..2:,._i.:,-kLS. "3"_e ...... "" -___-__uz_o..,tr_.s-ltt.".cce, _nd reflecta_.ce
-" the s_ ected ",;_'".... ,_,u_,, ar,d nirrcr materials were r,east:red .nricr _ and _ter
exposure tc the s;..._e&-'_,_"+" "[_tia: sand/dust start..,e::vlr:n::ent. _e results of
] the resolution .-..easurez-entsare .,_ven in Tables 9 and 1O.
,_h.ere was essentially no _%_n_-e in resolution for windcws expssed to the
si.ra!ated dust stcrr.._-'_n_":_ -" for _-:inures. After 12 rinutes e:_osure,
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Table ;
Fused Silic_ Window Resolution
T .'_e : ,...cnrr'_st _efore A_ter
Set Number Se: Number
i ^ : "_ 5 NA
i
,, =S 5 .',A
.% _ NA4C 5 NA
_.5C- 5 NA
6G "_ NA
"" 7 NA
_G 7 NA
?O 7 NA
97.7 7 NA
5 IC 5 5
2C 6 6
30 6 6
4O 7 7
50 7 7
60 7 7
:0 7 7
30 7 7
90 7 7
97.7 7 :-
1(_ 10 5 1
20 6 5
30 6 5
40 6 6
50 7 6
60 7 6
7tl _ /,
80 7
90 7 6
97.7 7 5
15 IO 5 C
20 5 2
30 _,- 3
40 7- 4
50 7- 5
60 7 5
70 7 5
80 7 5
90 5
97.7 7 5
20 10 4 0
20 6 0
6 9"
4O 7-- 9"
50 7- 9"
+o 7 1 I++
"D 7 2
3C 7 2 !
90 " 2
97.'_ 7 3
"Grc,_p t :._,nes. AllO_er Set Numbeesare .{orGre,,n I' L ,:e-'.
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Table 10
Alumino-Sil icote WindowResolution
!
Exposure Reso!ution Resolution
Time Contrast Before After
"Minutes) CPercent) Exposure Exposure
(Set Number) (Set Number)
I
j 0 10 6 NA
I 2_ 6 NA30 6 NAi
I 40 7 NA
50 7 NA
60 7 NA
70 7 NA
80 7 HA
7 NA
97.7 7 NA
5 10 5 4
20 6 6
30 6 6
4O 7 6
5O 7 6
60 7 7
70 7 7
80 7 7
J 97.7 7 7
10 10 5 4
20 6 5
3O 6 6
4O 6 6
7 6
60 7 6
70 7 6
80 7 6
90 7 7
97.7 7 7
15 10 4 1
20 5 4
3O 6 5
40 6 5 "
5O 7 5
60 7 6
70 7 6
80 7 6
90 7 6
97.7 7 6
20 10 6 0
20 6 1
30 6 2
6 3
50 7 3 l
160 7 470 7 480 7 490 7 597.7 7 5
_,II Set Numbersin Iflis Table are for Group I! Lines.
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resolutior decreased _bout i set n'Amber. After 15 minutes exposure, resolution
decreased about 2 set numbers at 50 percent contrast, but dropped off more
rapidly at lower contrast values_ especially for fused silica. After TO minutes
exposure, the decrease in resolution at 50 percent contrast was 9 set numbers for
fused silica, and _ for a!umino-silicate. _here was no resolution for fused
silica at or below 20 percent contrast, or for alumino-silicate at i0 percent
contrast.
For samples exposed 15 or 20 minu%es the _ of the resolution target
was quite dark, making readings dlffi_olt. 9his darkening is in agreement with
the curves of transmittance vs expcsure time, at 550 nm as shown in FixAte 6. _e
difference between the upper curve (diffuse plus specular transmittance), _d the
lower curve (diffuse transmittance), is the amount of incident light usable to
form an i_. For samples exposed 15 m_nutes or more, less than 15 percent of
the incident light reaches the image. _e initial test data, Figure 6, indicated
that the harder alumino-silioate is a better __ndow material than the fused silica
i
i for the sand/dust erosion environme,.t. _he alumino-silicate has a Knoop hardness
(i00 gm load) of 595 K_mm _ as compared to a Knoop hardness (I00 gm load) of
560 Kg/m_ z for fused silica. After 5 minutes of exposure_ the difference between
the diffuse plus specular and the diffuse transmittance for the alumino-silicate
is 56 percent, as co_pared to 46 percent for the fused silica material.
No resolution measurements were made on the mirrors. If the ndrror
reflectance and scattering for Figures 7 and 8 are interpreted in the _Jme
manner as for window transmitteacep it is evident that very little light is
available for formation of am ima@e. _e mirrors are sli@htly less degraded /
in the infrared (1750 ma) than in the visible region (550 nm). _he secomd
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surface mirrors _,erephysically more durable than the first surface _rrors.
but it should be noted that incidenT,light passes _hrough the demagea front
_urface of a ser:ondsurface .mirrortwice.
I
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5. DISCUSSION
The erosion of the hard materials (flame sprayed coatings and the glass
' reference specimens) increased as exposure time and dust density were increased.
_he more resilient coatings such as _"b_flon,Eapt_n, _j_....,_ _-,._, o_-_+....-:-
silicone, etc., did not exhibit weight loss under _uy test conditions.
Erosion caused large increases in solar ab( rptance by all coatings except
the flame-sprayed nickel aluminide-type coati: ALl coatings exhibited
increases in solar absorptance due to dust 2ic.'v._}_/or cha":gesin surface
roughness.
The nickel aluminide-type coatiDgs were the only ones to exhibit a decrease
in infrared thermal emittance as a result of exposure to the sand/dust erosion
environment_ All other costings exhibited increased emittance values or showedi
no change in emittance. Consequently, even though most of the coatings exhibited
an increase in _S, the _S/¢T ratio for a mamber of them remained in tae useful
range from 0.40 to 0.70.
•he specimens with initially lower absorptauce to emittance ratios (H-lO
end plasma-sprayed A1203) had _be smallest changes in their ratios. _he H-IO
and plasma-sprayed AI203 eroded away and always presented a relatively clean
dust-free surface. The more resilient surfaces tended to become coated with
silica dust which obsoxred the original surfaces. Some of the white coatings
were observed to darken somewhat during simulated sand/dust storms. _hi_
grayish discoloration was examined microscopically (at a magnification of 200),
by infrared multiple interns/ reflection spectrophotometry, and by emission
spectrographic analysis. Scrapings and solvent washings from portions of the
PLANETARYENV;RONMENTSIMULATION ,,,,:,¢Eoo38
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surfaces were analyzed by infrared transmission techniques. Within the limits
of sensitivity of these techniques, the only surface conteminant detected was
silicon oxide from a very thin layer of embedded silica dust. Aqua regia
washings of some of the surfaces were smalyzed by emission spectroscopy and
were found to contain some aluminum with lesser _aounts of iron and chromi_,m
and traces of zinc, nickel, lead, and manganese. It is possible that these
metals were impurities on the dust particles embedded in the coating surfaces
and tha_ the impurities had been abraded from the aluminum wind tunnel, stainless
steel disperser, and steel air supply piping.
The solar constant for Mars is 190/Btu/hr/ft2 (less than one-half that for!
I
I Earth). A coating with an _S/¢T ratio of approximately 0.70 (with CT = 0.80)
J could possibly be utilized on a lender without having the vehicle overheat due
to sand/dust storm exposure on the i_rtian surface. 9he results of this study
indicate that further tests would be useful in selecting suitable thermal
control coatings for a Mars lander.
The test results indicate that for window materials exposed longer than
lO minutes and mirrors exposed longer thau 5 minutes the amount of radiation
available for image formation is significantly decreased. 9]aisremLlts in a
serious loss in resolution, especially at low contrast levels. The brightness
of an image, as observed with a first surface mirror was less than lO percent
of the true brightness. For windows exposed longer than i0 minutes, the
brightness was less than 15 percent in the visible (550 nm) and less them 1
25 percent in the infrared (1750 nm) regions., I_
!
!
{
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APFENDYX A
DIRECTIONAL TRANSMI_E OF SAL[FKES EXPOSED
TO SIMULAteD I,IARTIAN S_ND/DUST STOF,M CO_ITIONS
by T. H. Allen
t
The directional transmittance is not only a function of the intrin._ic
optical properties (e.g. refractive index and absorption consta_ot) but also
geometrical factors. These geometrical factors include microscopic surface
imperfections and gross surface curvature. Of primary interest is the fact that
the directional transmittance can be used as a measure of surface damm@e that
could be caused by expo_are to Martian sand/dust storm conditions, In order to
determine the feasihili'by of this technique the directional transmittance of
three glass samples was measured after exposure to simulated Martian sand/dust
storm conditions.
_ne basic instrument consists of a divided circle spectrometer modified to
permit focusing radiation on the ssm_le, as shovm in Figure A-I. The source was
i
a helium-neon laser with an output of 0.00! watt at a wavelength of 632.8 ram.
The radiation transmitted by the sample was collected s_ subsequently focused
on a diffuser ahead of a photomultiplier (RCA8571) . The collection optics and
detector are mounted on a support which can be rotated with respect to the sample.
The measured directional transmittance over an angular interval of 0 to 70
degrees is shown in Figure A-2. _e sand/dust particulate velocl _.y and density
were the same for all three samples, but the exposure times were varied from 5 to
15 minutes. _ese measurements clearly indicate that the directional transmit- (
)
tence is sensitive to this type of surface damage and that significant damage i
occurred durimg exposure times of as little as 5 minutes under these test
conditions.
!
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I
Optical Transfer System
Objective
l_ He-He Laser
Figure A-1 -Optical Arrangement
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Q
RESCLUTI'_:: CF O_ICAL ;_TERIALS
by T. H. Allen
Resolutioa, as used in these reported r.easurements, is the measure of the
::2.xi__/mnumber of lines per ___ill!r.eter(spacial fres-.ency) which can be distin-
...._; _o +o_ge+ _o_ _ raage rf _aci_l freauencles r'aaging fro-- i to __OO
cycles per millimeter, in addition, the contrast can be varied from i0 tc 5q
percent. _e contrast, C, is defined by -the equation:
C! =
where _ is the !uzlnar.ce cf the spaces am.d -_'a%he l-_dnamce of the bars -I :he
target. The measulemen_s _e recorded in terms 9f sets ;:hero each set has the
foL].owing spacial frequency:
SET '.;O. SPACIAL FREQUENCY
(=-1)
l 5727
74.49
3 93.78
Ir4 i_o.09
3 148.6_
" i87.i._
7 235.60
The optical arrs_ngement used fo-" _ing the resolution measurements cor-
sisted of a f/16 colli: tor having a focal length of 79 inches and an imaging
f/5.6 lens with a focal length of 12 inches. The sa_ple was placed approximately
99 inchec in front of the colli_tor, as shown in Fi_Jre B-l, and the resulting
image was examined with a microscopm having a magnification of 20 times.
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ABStrACT
Ten thermal coatiz_, two mirrors and two window materials, for application on
I
I the ]_3 ]4arsViking T._ndervehicles, were exposed to simulated Martian surface
conditions. Wei@ht, thiclmess, solar absorptance, infrared emittance, reflec-
tance, and transmission chanses were m_asured on the samples exposed to two
different dust densities at _5 and _O deg_-eeangles to The flow and exposure
_imes of 2 and 4 hours. After 10 minutes of exposure, the fused silica and The :
alumino-si!icate,window materials were rendered unusable as a transmitting
material. Large increases in solar absorptance were measured for most of %he
!
coatings exposed to the simulate_ environment. Although These coatings exhibited
5his increase in solar absorptance, the _S/¢T ratio for a number of these coatings
remained in the useful rauge of 0._0 to C.70.
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